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1. INTRODUCTION
Let G be a connected, reductive algebraic group defined over F , and Gq
the finite group of F -rational points of G. The connections between theq
Brauer theory of l-blocks of G, where l is a prime not dividing q, and the
Deligne]Lusztig theory of Q -representations of G has been developed byl
w xvarious authors starting with FS . Lusztig's classification of the irre-0
wducible characters of G leads to a Jordan decomposition of characters C,
x12.9; DM, 13.23 under which each irreducible character determines a pair
 .consisting of a conjugacy class s in the dual group G*, where s g G* is
 .semisimple, and a unipotent character of C s . By a theorem of BroueÂG*
w x  .and Michel BM each l-block of G determines a conjugacy class s in G*,
where s is an lX-semisimple element of G*. If s s 1 the block is called a
unipotent block and a classification of the unipotent blocks of G was given
w xby Broue, Malle, and Michel BMM for large l and by Cabanes andÂ
w xEnguehard CD for odd good primes l. One of the main results of these
authors is that the unipotent characters in a unipotent block are precisely
G .the constituents of a generalized character R u , where L is a d-splitL
Levi subgroup of G and u is a d-cuspidal unipotent character of L with d
a positive integer determined by q and l, and RG is the Lusztig twistedL
 .induction map. A pair L, u of this form is called a d-cuspidal pair. The
unipotent blocks are parametrized by G-conjugacy classes of d-cuspidal
pairs.
This classification depends on a d-Harish]Chandra theory developed in
w xBMM generalizing the classical Harish]Chandra theory. The unipotent
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characters are partitioned into d-Harish]Chandra series, each series cor-
responding to a d-cuspidal pair. Again, this theory depends on knowing the
G .decomposition of generalized characters of the form R u and moreL
G  .generally of R c , where M is a d-split Levi subgroup and c is aM
unipotent character of M. These decompositions were given by Asai for
unipotent characters of classical groups and by Shoji for all characters of
classical groups arising from algebraic groups with a connected center see
w x. G  .FS . The decompositions of the R c are not known in general, andM
this has been an obstacle to the classification of general blocks.
X  .  .If an l -semisimple class s of G* is such that C s has a smallerG*
w xsemisimple rank as G*, a theorem of Broue B and an induction argumentÂ
 .show that blocks of G which are associated with s can be classified.
Hence we are reduced to the problem of classifying those blocks with
 .  .associated class s , where C s has the same semisimple rank as G*. WeG*
call such blocks isolated blocks.
 .In this paper we classify the isolated blocks of G s Sp 2n, q or
" .  .SO 2n, q q odd, l odd . We prove an analogue of the classification
w xtheorem for unipotent blocks of BMM . We show that an isolated block B
 .  .associated with s corresponds to a d-cuspidal pair L, g in the sense
 .that the characters in B which correspond to s under the Jordan
G .decomposition are precisely the constituents of R g . We also prove aL
generalized or d-Harish]Chandra theory. Our method is to embed G in
Ä " .  .G s CSp 2n, q or CSO 2n, q and to use the description of the blocks
Ä Gw xof G obtained in FS . We avoid having to calculate the R map explicitly.L
In fact, the d-Harish]Chandra theory follows from the classification of
blocks, and the disjointness of the d-Harish]Chandra series is a conse-
quence of the disjointness of blocks.
Notation. If G is a finite group and l is a prime, G X is the set ofl
X  .l -elements of G. C G is the space of Q -valued class functions in G, andl
 .  .X XC G is the subspace of C G of functions supported on G , regarded asl l
Ã .  .X X Xzero outside G . If f g C G then f g C G is the restriction of f to G ,l l l
regarded as zero outside G X .l
2. PRELIMINARIES ON BLOCKS
Äw x  .A reference for this section is FS . Let G resp. G be the reductive
 .  .   .algebraic group Sp 2 n, F or SO 2 n, F , resp. CSp 2 n, F orq q q
 .. CSO 2n, F . With respect to suitable F -rational structures on G resp.q q
Ä Ä.  .G , the finite group of F -rational points of G resp. G is denoted by Gq
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Ä . w xresp. G . In the notation of FS we then have
Ä "G s J V s CSp 2n , q or CSO 2n , q , .  .  .0
G s I V s Sp 2n , q or SO" 2n , q , .  .  .0
Äwhere V is a 2n-dimensional vector space over F . The dual group G* isq
 . " .the special Clifford group and G* s SO 2n q 1, q or SO 2n, q . We
assume that q is odd and that l is an odd prime not dividing q. The
Ä w xl-blocks of G were described in FS and we study here the l-blocks of G,
which from now on will be called blocks. By the Deligne]Lusztig theory
the irreducible characters of G over Q are partitioned into geometricl
  ..  .conjugacy classes E G, s , where s is a F -rational semisimple conju-q
 w x.  .gacy class in G* see, e.g., DM, 13.16 . We note that the class s
corresponding to a character is the same as that determined by the Jordan
w x   ..decomposition. By a theorem of Broue and Michel BM the set E G, sÂ l
  .. Xs D E G, sy , where s is an l -semisimple element in G* and y runsy
 .over the l-elements in C s , is a union of blocks of G. Thus each blockG*
X  . Uof G determines an l -semisimple class s ; G . As defined in the
 .  .UIntroduction, an isolated block of G corresponds to s , where C s hasG
U Äthe same semisimple rank as G . An isolated block of G then covers an
isolated block of G. We remark that such elements s g GU , which we call
isolated elements, have eigenvalues 1 or y1 when regarded as linear
transformations of a F -vector space V U on which GU acts.q
 w x.By a theorem of Geck and Hiss see G, GH each block corresponding
X  . Uto an l -semisimple class s ; G must contain characters of G in
  ..E G, s . Thus an alternative definition of an isolated block would be that
  ..  .the block contains characters in E G, s , where s is an isolated class
of GU.
w xWe now give a refinement of a theorem of Broue B, 2.2 .Â
U X  .UTHEOREM 2.1. Let s g G be an l -semisimple element such that C sG
F LU , where LU is a Le¨i subgroup of GU. Let L F G be a Le¨i subgroup of
U G .   ..   ..G dual to G . Then the map l ª R l between E L, s and E G, s isL l l
a bijection which preser¨ es blocks.
  ..  .UProof. Let l g E L, sy , where y is an l-element in C s . SinceG
 . U G .  w  .x.UC s F L , R l is irreducible up to sign see DM, 13.25 ii andG L
G .   .."R l g E G, sy . The proof of the theorem is then the same as thatL
w xof B, 2.2 .
Remark. In fact the above map is a ``perfect isometry'' in the sense of
Broue and preserves certain block-theoretic invariants.Â
 . UUNow suppose C s has a smaller semisimple rank than G . Then weG
 . U UUcan embed C s in a Levi subgroup L of G . Let L be a Levi subgroupG
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of G dual to LU. By Theorem 2.1 in order to describe the classification of
 .the characters in blocks of G corresponding to s it is sufficient to
describe the blocks of L in such blocks.
We can write LU s LU LU , L s L L , where LU , L are classical groups0 q 0 q 0 0
and LU , L are products of general linear or unitary groups. Then we canq q
write s s s s , where s g LU , s g LU , and a block b of L corresponding0 q 0 0 q q
 .to s factorizes as b s b b , where b is a block of L corresponding to0 q 0 0
 .  .s and b is a block of L corresponding to s . The blocks of L are0 q q q q
w xdescribed by the results in FS . It is thus sufficient to describe the block0
b of L . We are thus reduced to classifying and describing the isolated0 0
blocks of G.
ÄWe now discuss the defect groups of arbitrary blocks of G and G, as
w xdescribed in FS, 5F, 5G, 5K . We give the relevant results.
Ä Ä Let B be a block of G and B a block of G which covers B. Let R resp.
Ä Ä.  .R be a defect group of B resp. B . We then have
V s V H V H ??? H V ,0 1 t
R s R = R = ??? = R .0 1 t
Here R s 1 and R is isomorphic to a group R described by three0 i m , a , bi i iÄ Ä .  .  .  .parameters m , a , b i G 1 . Let C s C R , C s C R s C R . ThenÄ Äi i i G G G
 .C s C = C = ??? = C , where C s I V and C is isomorphic to a0 1 t 0 0 0 i
Ä .  :group C i G 1 . Let C s  C . We have C s t , C , wherem , a , b q iG1 ii i i
Ä Ä Ä Ä  .:t generates G over G. If C s t , C Z C , C is a central product of C0 0 q 0
Ä Ä .   . . w xand C over Z C . We have G : Z G G s 2 FS, p. 124 andq q
Ä Ä Ä Ä  . .  .C : Z G C s 2 from which it is also follows that R s Z G R. Hencel
Ä Ä .any irreducible character of G resp. C covers one or two irreducible
 .characters of G resp. C .
w xA character u of C of canonical type FS, p. 152 is the canonical
 .character of a block b of C of defect group Z R . Then u is a constituent
Ä Ä Ä Ä<of u , where u is the canonical character of a block b of C of defectC
Ä Ä Ä t . < <group Z R . Then either u s u or u s u q u , and in the latter case uC C
t w xand u are both characters of canonical type of C FS, 7A . We also note
Ä Ä Ä Äthat we can write u s u u , where u , u are irreducible characters of C ,0 q 0 q 0
 .C respectively inducing the same linear character on Z C .q q
Ä ÄWe consider the restriction of the block B of G to G. By Clifford theory
Ä w x.see, e.g., F, Chap. 5 we see that B covers one or two blocks of G. We
discuss these two cases below.
Ä Ä<Case 1. B s B. In this case the inertial subgroup of B is G. We showG
Ä Ä t t< <that u s u . Suppose not, i.e., let u s u q u . Then u and u must beC C
Ä Ä Ä .conjugate under N R . We have u s u u , where u , u are irreducibleG 0 q 0 q
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Ächaracters of C , C , respectively. Since C s C C , it follows that u s0 q 0 q
t Ä < w x  .u u , u s u u , where u s u q u . But FS, p. 153 shows that N RC1 q 2 q 0 1 2 G0
centralizes C and, hence, this is not possible.0
Ä X<Case 2. B s B j B . In this case the inertial subgroup of B isG
Ä Ä t t . <  .Z G G. We have u s u q u , where u resp. u is of canonical typeC
 X.associated with B resp. B . Furthermore if x is any irreducible characterÄ
Ä Ä X X X<of G in B then x s x q x , where x g B, x g B . We can now write,Ä G
either in Case 1 or Case 2,
u s u u , u , u irreducible characters of C , C , respectively. 2.1 .0 q 0 q 0 q
3. ISOLATED BLOCKS
Ä Ä ÄWe now assume that the block B of G is an isolated block of G,
ÄU .corresponding to the class s in G . We have a surjective homomorphismÄ
ÄU U ÄU Up : G ª G , G ª G 3.1 .
 w x.  . U  w xsee FS, p. 129 and then p s s s is an isolated element of G . In FS ,Ä
.s and s are denoted by s and s, respectively. A block B of G covered byÄ
Ä  .B corresponds to s .
A defect group R of B has the form R s R = R = ??? = R , where for0 1 t
i G 1, R ( R . However, by our choice of s with elementary divisorsi m , a , bi i i w xx y 1 and x q 1, each a s 0 by the analysis in FS , p. 134 . The basei 0
group RX of R is a Sylow l-subgroup of a product of tori of orders q d q e ,
where d is the order of q2 mod l and l divides q d q e with e s "1.
ÄGÄWe now describe the characters in B in terms of the Lusztig maps R ÄL
Ä Ä w xfor certain Levi subgroups L of G. This is not explicitly stated in FS but
can be derived from the results there.
ÄWe recall the notion of a d-cuspidal pair in G or G, where d is now any
 w x.  .positive integer see BMM or CE . Let f x denote the dth cyclotomicd
polynomial over Q.
DEFINITION. A f -subgroup of G is an F -rational torus T of G whichd q
splits over F d , such that no subtorus of T splits over a smaller subfield.q
DEFINITION 3.2. A d-split Levi subgroup L of G is the centralizer of a
Äf -subgroup of G. We have similar definitions for G. We call the group ofd
Ä Ä .F -rational points of a d-split Levi subgroup L of G resp. L of G a d-splitq
Ä .Levi subgroup of G resp. G .
w xFrom BMM, pp. 49, 52 we have the following description of d-split
Levi subgroups of G. If d is odd, a d-split Levi subgroup L of G can be
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written as L s L L , where L is a classical group of the same type and0 q 0
 d.  d.  d.L ( GL n , q = GL n , q = ??? = GL n , q . A 2 d-split Levi sub-q 1 2 t
group L can be written as L s L L , where L is as above and L (0 q 0 q
 d.  d.  d.  .U n , q = U n , q = ??? = U n , q . Analogously, a d-split d odd or1 2 t
Ä Ä Ä Äa 2 d-split Levi subgroup L of G is a central product L s L L , where0 q
Ä Ä :L is as above and L s t , L , where t generates G over G.q 0 0
From now on we take d to be the order of q mod l.
DEFINITION. An irreducible character x of G is d-cuspidal if
G .*R x s 0 for every proper d-split Levi subgroup L of G.L
Here URG is the adjoint of the Lusztig map RG.L L
 .DEFINITION. A d-cuspidal pair in G is a pair L, g where L is a
d-split Levi subgroup of G and g is a d-cuspidal character of L.
We consider the description of a block and of the characters in a block
w xas given in FS, 11E, p. 181 . We first recall that the unipotent characters
 w x.of a classical group are parametrized by symbols see C . Via the Jordan
Ä  ..  .Ä Ädecomposition a character in E G, t , where t is a semisimple class in
ÄU  .U ÄG , is parametrized by a unipotent character of C t . We can writeÄG
 .  .   .. w xU U UÄ Ä ÄC t as a product C t s  C t as in FS, 3C , where G is aÄ Ä ÄG G G G G
w xpolynomial over F in the set F defined in FS, p. 125 . A unipotentq
 .U Ächaracter of C t is parametrized by a set l s  l , where l is aÄG G G G
symbol if G s x " 1 and a partition otherwise. Each l has a coreG
obtained by removing hooks in the case of a partition, and hooks or
cohooks in the case of a symbol.
 .  .If G s x y 1 resp. x q 1 we denote l by l resp. l . In theseG 1 y1
cases l could be a degenerate symbol, when G is an orthogonal group,G
X Ä Äin which case we denote another copy of the symbol by l . A block B of GG
X ÄUw x  .is parametrized in FS, Section 11 by first, an l -semisimple class s in G ,Ä
and second, by a set K. If k g K then k s  k , where k is a symbolG G G
or partition as above and each k is a core. Each k parametrizes aG
Ä .Uunipotent character of C s . In our case the block B is isolated andÄÄG
 .UC s is either a classical group or a product of two classical groups.ÄÄG
Hence for each k in K k is empty if G / x " 1 and K consists of 1, 2, orG
4 elements of the form k k .1 y1
ÄTHEOREM 3.3. If x g B we ha¨eÄ
Ä .   ..  .Ui x g E G, sy for some l-element y g C s .Ä ÄÄ Ä ÄÄG
 .ii x determines ¨ia the Jordan decomposition a unipotent characterÄ
 .of C sy parametrized by l s  l whose core n s  n is in K. WeÄÄÄG* G G G G
call l the unipotent label of x .Ä
 .iii If G / x " 1, then n is empty.G
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 .iv If G s x " 1, then if l and k are of the same rank, l s n sG G G G
k or l s n s k X . If l and k are of different ranks then both k andG G G G G G G
k X are in the d-core of l , i.e., l is obtained from k or k X by adding aG G G G G
sequence of d-hooks or d-cohooks according as l di¨ ides q d y 1 or q d q 1.
Thus we see that if k and k are nondegenerate symbols then1 y1
< <  .K s 1 and the core of l l is k k . Otherwise if k resp. k is1 y1 1 y1 1 y1
X  X .  .degenerate we include k resp. k in the core of l resp. l1 y1 1 y1
 .provided l and k resp. l and k do not have the same rank. If l1 1 y1 y1 1
and k have the same rank then in fact l s k or l s k X , and similarly1 1 1 1 1
for l .y1
Ä Ä  ..In particular we consider the characters in B l E G, s . We defineÄ
Ä Äa specific d-split Levi subgroup L of G in order to describe these char-
acters.
Ä Ä X .  .We recall the subgroup C s C R . We have a subgroup C9 s C R GÄ ÄG G
Ä X ÄX Ä X wC, where R is the base group of R, and a factorization C s C C by FS,0 q
ÄX ÄXx w xSection 11 . By FS, p. 179 a canonical character u of C factors as
ÄX ÄX Xy1 X X ÄX Xy1 . .u s u z z u , where u z can be regarded as a character of0 q 0
ÄX X ÄX :   ..C s t , C in E C , s . We then have a factorization s s s s ,Ä Ä Ä Äq q q q q 0 q
ÄX ÄX  ..since u g E C , s .Ä
Ä ÄWe now recall the subgroups Q, Q of G, G, respectively, introduced in
Äw x  .  .FS, p. 178 . We have Q s C z , Q s C z , where z is a suitableÄG G
Ä Ä Ä .  :element of order l in Z R . Then Q s Q Q , Q s Q Q , Q s Q , t ,0 q 0 q 0 0
 d.where Q is isomorphic to a classical group and Q ( GL m, q or0 q
 d.U m, q for some m.
ÄU Ä ÄU ÄU ÄU ÄUThe dual group Q of Q then factors as Q s Q Q , where s g Q ,Ä0 q 0 0
ÄU  .  .s g Q . Since p s s s we can write s s s s , where p s s s andÄ Ä Äq q 0 q 0 0
 . U Up s s s . Then s g Q , and Q ( Q . Since s has its eigenvaluesÄq q q q q q q
equal to 1 or y1, we can take it to be an element of a maximal d-split
torus LU of QU . Let LU s LU LU , where LU s QU , and L s L L , whereq q 0 q 0 0 0 q
L s Q and L is a dual torus to LU . The structure of L and LU is0 0 q q
w x ddescribed in FS, 3A . We note that L is a product of tori of order q y 1q
d d d Ä Äor q q 1 according as l divides q y 1 or q q 1. Now let L s L L ,0 q
Ä ÄU ÄU :where L s t , L . We have a dual subgroup L F G and we have p :0 0
ÄU U Ä ÄU w xL ª L by the description of the structure of L, L in FS, 3B . We can
ÄU Ä Äthus assume that s g L . We also note that the decomposition L s L LÄ 0 q
w xis compatible with the decomposition V s V q V given in FS, p. 177 .0 q
Ä Ä Ä Ä  :Hence we can also write L s L L , where L s t , L , and t is the0 q q q q q
restriction of t to V .q ÄGÄWe now classify the characters in the block B in terms of the R map.ÄL
ÄTHEOREM 3.4. There is a bijection between blocks B which are associated
X ÄU Ä .with the l -semisimple class s in G and G-conjugacy classes of d-cuspidalÄ
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Ä Ä Ä .   ..   ..pairs L, g , where g g E L, s . The characters x g E G, s l B areÄ Ä Ä Ä Ä
ÄG .precisely the constituents of R g .ÄÄL
Ä  .Proof. Let the block B be parametrized by the pair s, K . We have aÄ
Ä Ä Äfactorization s s s s and a character g of C s Q s L which can beÄ Ä Ä Ä0 q 0 0 0 0
Äregarded as a character of a central quotient of L and as such is0
ÄX Xy1 .parametrized by s , k , where k g K. Indeed, g s u z in the nota-Ä Ä0 0 0
Ä Äw x   ..tion of FS, p. 179 . Let g g E L , s be a character of L in dualityÄ Äq q q q
ÄU Ä Äwith s g L and let g s g g . The subgroup L is unique up to G-Ä Ä Ä Äq q 0 q
 w x .conjugacy see FS1 , where this is discussed in the case s s 1 . The
Ä .character g is then unique up to conjugacy by N L , and thus the pairÄ ÄG
Ä Ä .L,g is unique up to G-conjugacy.Ä
Ä  ..Suppose a character x g E G, s has unipotent label  l . LetÄ Ä G GÄG  .k s k k . The theorem of Shoji on the R map FS, Appendix, p. 189Ä1 y1 LÄG  . .then states that R g , x / 0 if and only if the core of l is empty ifÄ ÄÄ GL
G / x " 1, and the core of l l contains k k . This theorem and the1 y1 1 y1
Ä Ä  ..description of the unipotent labels of the characters in B l E G, sÄ
ÄG Ä .   . .given in 3.2 now imply that R g , x / 0 if and only if x g B lÄ Ä ÄÄL
Ä  ..E G, s . Furthermore, since g is parametrized by k and k is a d-core,Ä Ä
Ä .the theorem of Shoji again implies that L, g is a d-cuspidal pair.Ä
Ä Ä .   ..Conversely let L, g be a d-cuspidal pair, where g g E L, s . ThenÄ Ä Ä
ÄL Ä Ä  ..g , R d s 0 for any d-split Levi subgroup M F L and a characterÄ ÄM
Ä  ..d g E M, s . Thus the unipotent label k of g is of the form k s k k ,Ä Ä 1 y1
Ä .where k , k are d-cores. Then s and k determine a block B which isÄ1 y1
 .parametrized by s, K , where k g K. This proves the theorem.Ä
Remark 3.5. We now remark, using the factorization g s g g , thatÄ Ä Ä0 q
< < X Xg is irreducible in Case 1 and g s g q g , where g , g are in distinctÄ ÄL L
ÄX t< <blocks of L, in Case 2. Moreover, g s u , where u s u q u inC C0 0 0 00 0
Case 2.
ÄWe now consider Case 1. Since any x g B must restrict irreducibly to B,Ä
we have
Ä<THEOREM 3.6. Suppose B s B, a single block. Then the characters inG
  .. G . <E G, s l B are the constituents of R g , where g s g .Ä LL
 w x.Proof. This follows from the fact see DM, Section 13.22 that
ÄG G . <  .R g s R g .Ä GÄ LL
From now until the end of the proof of Theorem 3.9 we will assume we
  ..are in Case 2. Our aim is to prove a similar characterization of E G, s
l B in that case.
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Ä ÄWe consider the blocks of Q and Q which induce to B, B, respectively.
ÄGÄ Ä Ä Ä Äw xLet b be the block of Q such that b s B. By the analysis in FS, p. 178 b
Ä Ä Ä Äfactorizes as b s b b , where b is a block of Q with defect group0 q 0 0
Ä Ä  ..O Z G and b is a block of Q . Then b covers a block b of Q suchl q q
that b s b b , where b is one of the two blocks of defect 0 covered by0 q 0
Ä Gb . We then have b s B, after relabelling if necessary.0
  ..We describe the characters in b l E Q, s in the following.
  ..PROPOSITION 3.7. The characters in b l E Q, s are the constituents of
Q .R g .L
Proof. We can write g s g g , where g g b , g g b . We have fac-0 q 0 0 q q
torizations Q s Q Q , L s L L as direct products, where Q s L and0 q 0 q 0 0
g is a character of defect 0 of Q . We use the description of the blocks of0 0
 d.  d. w xQ ( GL m, q or U m, q from FS . From the combinatorial descrip-q 0
  ..tion given there we see that the characters in b l E Q , s are theq q q
Qq .   ..constituents of R g . Hence the characters in b l E Q, s are theL qq
G .constituents of R g .L
We now prove a lemma relating the RG map with the automorphism t .L
Ä  :We recall that L s L, t .
LEMMA 3.8. Suppose two characters z , z X of L are conjugate under t .
G . G X.Then R z and R z are conjugate under t .L L
Ä ÄProof. Let L F L be Levi subgroups of parabolic subgroups P F P of
Ä ÄG, G, respectively, such that L, L are the groups of F -rational points of L,q
Ä Ä ÄL, respectively. Then we have P s LU, P s LU, where U is the unipotent
Ä G G X G .   ..  . radical of P or P. We write R z resp. R z as R z resp.L L L; P
G X Ä ..R z . Now L, and hence t , normalizes U. Using the definition of theL; P
G  w x.  G  ..t G  t .map R see DM, 11.1 we see easily that R z s R z .L; P L; P L; P
This proves the result.
We now prove one of the main results of this paper.
Ä X Ä<THEOREM 3.9. Let B s B j B , and let B correspond to the d-cuspidalG
Ä .   ..pair L, g . Then the characters in E G, s l B are the constituents ofÄ
G . <  .R g , where g is a constituent of g . Furthermore, the pair L, g isÄ LL
unique up to conjugacy in G.
Ä .  .  .Proof. We choose z g Z R , Q s C z , Q s C z as before. WeÄG G
z  .  .  z . .  .Xhave the Brauer map d : C G ª C Q defined by d f y s f zy forG l G
z  .  .  .X Xy g Q and an analogous map d : C L ª C L . We note that z g Z L .l L l
The equation
*RQd z s d zURG 3.10 .L G L L
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was proved first by Digne and Michel. It is stated in the above form in, for
w xexample BM, 3.5 .
  .. w x  . XSuppose x g E G, s l B. By a result of Geck and Hiss GH C Q l
XÃ <   .. 4is spanned as a Q -space by c c g E Q, t , t l -semisimple . Thus byl
z  .Brauer's second main theorem we see that d x is a linear combinationG
of
c belongs to a block of QXÃ <c c g E Q, t , t l -semisimple, 3.11 .  . .  which induces to B.
$
UQ Q Q zÃ . .  w x.  .Now *R c s *R c see DM, 12.6 and thus R d c can beL L L G
U Q .  .written as a linear combination of the R c with c as in 3.11 .L
< tWe have g s g q g , where we choose g to correspond to a block b ofÄ L
G  .Q with b s B in the sense of Proposition 3.7. Then from 3.7 it follows
 . U Q .that if c is as in 3.11 any constituent of R c contains only charactersL
of L which are Q-conjugate to g .
 .We now consider the right-hand side of 3.10 applied to x . Suppose
G .  < 4  .*R x contains irreducible characters d i g I of L such that L, d isL i i
 .   ..not G-conjugate to L, g . Since x g E G, s , the d are in geometrici
  ..conjugacy classes of the form E L, t , where t runs over a set of
U  .representatives for the conjugacy classes in L which are contained in s .
Ãw xBut by a result of Geck G, Theorem A the d are linearly independenti
Ã z* G .and so the d will occur in d R x since no cancellations will occur.i L L
Ã  .Since the d do not occur in the left-hand side of 3.10 applied to x , wei
G .have a contradiction. Thus we have shown: If x occurs in R d thenL
 .  .L, d is G-conjugate to L, g .
  .. G .Now suppose x g E G, s , x f B. Then x cannot occur in R g . InL
X  G .. G .particular if x g B then x , R g s 0. By Lemma 3.8, R g andL L
Gt .  w x.R g are conjugate under t . Furthermore, we have see DM, 13.22LÄ ÄG G G t G . <  .  .  .R g s R g q R g . Suppose R g s  a x . Then we haveÄ Ä ÄGÄ ÄL L x xÄL L
< t t Xx s x q x , where x g B, x g B , for each x . We must then haveÄ ÄG
G . Gt . tR g s  a x and R g s  a x . This proves the characterizationL x x L x x
  ..of E G, s l B.
Ä .The last statement follows from the fact that the pair L, g is unique upÄ
Äto conjugacy in G, by our description of the pair.
We now assume we are in Case 1 or Case 2, and we classify all the
characters in B.
Ä Ä  ..   ..If x g B then see 3.2 x g E G, sy , where y is an l-element inÄ Ä ÄÄ Ä
 .   ..UC s . Hence if x g B then x g E G, sy , where y is an l-element inÄÄG
ÄU U .   ..UC s . We can assume that the surjection p : G ª G see 2.1 mapsG
sy on sy.ÄÄ
ÄU U .  .  .USince y resp. y is an l-element of G resp. G and l is odd, C yÄ ÄÄG
ÄU U  ..  .  wUresp. C y is a Levi subgroup of G resp. G see GH, CorollaryG
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Äx. w x  .   ..2.6 . In the notation of CE let G y resp. G y be a Levi subgroup ofÄ
Ä  .  .   ..U UG resp. G in duality with C y resp. C y . We can assume thatÄÄG G
 .  .Z R F G y , since y may be chosen to be in a ``dual defect group'' in the
Äw x  .  .notation of FS, p. 179 . We then choose z g Z R , Q s C z , Q asG
before. We also write Q s Q Q as before. Then Q is contained in the0 q 0
 .  .semisimple part of G y , and the semisimple part of G y l Q is Q s L .0 0
We now prove the following theorem.
 .THEOREM 3.12. Let B correspond to the pair L, g as in Theorem 3.9.
  .. G  .The characters in B l E G, sy are precisely the constituents of R ym ,ÃN
 .  .where N, m defines a block of G y in the sense of Theorem 3.9, m g
  ..  .E N, s , and y denotes a linear character of G y in duality with y, regardedÃ
 < .as a character of N. If N is the semisimple part of N then N , m isN0 0 0
 < .G-conjugate to L , g .L0 0
  ..  .  .Proof. Let x g B l E G, sy . Since C sy F C y , we have x sG* G*
G  .   .  .."R c , where c g E G y , sy .G y .
Ä Ä ÄG ÄWe first note that there is a unique block b of Q such that b s B.
w xA description of this block is given in FS, pp. 178]180 . From this it
follows that there is a unique block b of Q such that bG s B, and in fact b
 .is the block of Q corresponding to the pair L, g .
We have factorizations b s b b , s s s s , y s y y corresponding to0 q 0 q 0 q
the factorization Q s Q Q . Since Q is isomorphic to a general linear or0 q q
w xunitary group, the block b can be described by the results in FS . Theq 0$
Qq  ..  .characters in b l E Q , s y are of the form "R s y u , where Kq q q q K q q$
U  .is a subgroup of Q in duality with C s y , s y is a character of Kq Q q q q qq
in duality with s y and u runs over a set of unipotent characters ofq q
 w  . x. XK see FS , 1.17 and Theorem 7A . Then there is a block b of0 q
 . X   .  ..G y l Q such that the characters in b l E G y l Q , s y areq q q q q$
G y .l Q Qq q .also of the form "R s y u and *R is a bijection betweenK q q G y .l Qq
these two sets.
  ..Now consider the equation cf. 3.11
*RQ d z s d z *RG . 3.13 .G y .l Q G G y . G y .
 .   ..We apply the left-hand side of 3.13 to x g B l E G, sy . As in the
Q z  .proof of Theorem 3.9, *R d x can be written as a linear combina-G y .l Q G$
Q  .   ..tion of *R j , where j g b l E Q, s . By the arguments above,G y .l Q
 .   . . Xsince G y l Q s Q G y l Q , these functions lie in a single block b0 q
 .of G y l Q.
 .  .We now apply the right-hand side of 3.13 to x and obtain up to sign
z  .d c . This function is then a linear combination of Brauer charactersG y .
 .  .of G y l Q in blocks which induce to the block of G y containing c , by
Brauer's second main theorem. We compare this with the left-hand side
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  .. U G  .and see that as x runs over B l E G, sy , the " R x must lie in aG y .
 .  .single block of G y , which we denote by b . Let N, m be a pair1
  ..corresponding to b , so that m g E N, s , and the characters in b l1 1
  .  .. G y . . GE G y , sy are the constituents of R ym . An application of RÃN G y .
  .. then yields that the characters in B l E G, sy are the constituents up
. G  .to sign of R ym , as required.ÃN
 .Finally, since N plays the same role for G y as L did for G in
Theorem 3.9, we can assume, by taking a suitable conjugate of N, that the
 .semisimple part N of N is equal to the semisimple part of G y l Q, i.e.,0
 .that N s Q s L . Again, consider the left-hand side of 3.13 and let0 0 0
  ..j g b l E Q, s . We can write j s j j , g s g g , where j , j g , g0 q 0 q 0 q 0 q
Q .are characters of Q , Q , L , L , respectively. Now *R j contains as0 q 0 q L
constituents only characters of L which are Q-conjugate to g . Using the
 .fact that the semisimple part of G y l Q is Q s L , we have j s g .0 0 0 0
 .Comparing this with the right-hand side of 3.13 and noting that the block
X  .  . <b of G y l Q also corresponds to N, m we see that m s g .N 00
w xRemark. This theorem was proved for unipotent characters in CE .
4. GENERALIZED HARISH]CHANDRA THEORY
w xIn BMM, 3B a generalized or d-Harish]Chandra theory was proved for
unipotent characters of a finite reductive group G. We state their theorem
below.
THEOREM 4.1. Let x be a unipotent character of G, and d a positi¨ e
 .integer. There is a unique d-cuspidal pair L, l , up to G-conjugacy, such that
 G . .R l , x / 0.L
This theorem gives a partition of the unipotent characters of G into
d-Harish]Chandra series, generalizing the classical Harish]Chandra the-
ory, where d s 1. It is proved case by case, using the known decomposition
of the RG map. Broue, Malle, and Michel observe that the theory followsÂL
from two properties they call disjointness and transitivity:
 .  .  X X.D If L, l , L , l are d-cuspidal pairs which are not G-conjugate
G . G  X .Xthen R l and R l are disjoint, i.e., have no common constituents.L L
 .  .T If L F M F G, L, l is a d-cuspidal pair, M is a d-split Levi
 M  . .subgroup of G, c is a unipotent character of M such that R l , c / 0,L
 G  . .and z is a unipotent character of G such that R c , z / 0, thenM
 G . .R l , z / 0.L
Remark. The above notions of disjointness and transitivity appear first
in the dissertation of K. D. Schewe Blocke Exzeptioneller Chevalley-È
.Gruppen, Bonner Mathematische Schriften 135, Bonn, 1985 .
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We return to the case of the classical group G and characters in
  ..  .  .E G, s , where s is isolated. Following BMM, 3.1 we make the
following definitions.
 .DEFINITION. A pair M, m , where M is a d-split Levi subgroup of G
  ..and m g E G, s is called a d-split pair.
 .  .  .DEFINITION. If M , m , M , m are d-split pairs we say M , m U1 1 2 2 1 1
 .  M2 . .M , m if M is a Levi subgroup of M and R m , m / 0.2 2 1 2 M 1 21
  ..We prove the analogue of Theorem 4.1 for characters in E G, s .
 .Since we have not yet proved that the d-split pairs L, g obtained in
Theorem 3.9 are d-cuspidal, this will be done in a roundabout way.
 .DEFINITION. If L, g corresponds to a block B of G as in Theorem
  ..3.9, i.e., in the sense that the set B l E G, s is the set of constituents of
G .  .  .R g , we say L, g is a d-block pair for G. The property D holds forL
 .  X X.d-block pairs by definition; i.e., if the d-block pairs L, g , L , g are not
G . G  X.XG-conjugate then R g and R g have no common constituents.L L
 .We now consider the analogue of property T for d-block pairs.
LEMMA 4.2. Let L F M F G, where L, M are d-split Le¨i subgroups.
 .Then L, g is a d-block pair for G if and only if it is a d-block pair for M.
 .Proof. This follows from the fact that L, g is a d-block pair for M or
Ä .for G if and only if L, g is a d-cuspidal pair.Ä
 .THEOREM 4.3. Let L, g be a d-block pair for G, and let L F M, where
  ..M is a d-split Le¨i subgroup. If x g E G, s lies in the block of G
 . U G  .determined by L, g then the constituents of R x lie in the block of MM
 .determined by L, g
Proof. We have M s M M , where M is a classical group and M is0 q 0 q
isomorphic to a product of general linear or unitary groups over F d. As inq
 .the proof of Theorem 3.9 we choose an l-element z g Z M such thatq
 .i V [ V , where M acts on V and M acts on V ,M , 0 M , q 0 M , 0 q M , q
 .ii z is primary on V , andM , q
 .  .iii C z s M.M
 .  .We can assume that z g Z R . Let C z s S. Then we have S s S S ,G 0 q
 d.  d.where S s M and S ( GL m, q or U m, q for some m. We can0 0 q
write L s L T T , where T T s L , T , and T are products of tori of0 0 q 0 q q 0 q
order q d q e , where l divides q d q e , e s "1, L T F M s S , and T F0 0 0 0 q
M F S .q q
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We consider the equation URS d z s d z *RG as in the proof of TheoremM G M m
  ..  .3.9. Let x g E G, s l B, where B corresponds to L, g . We show that
G  .  .the constituents of *R x lie in blocks of M which correspond to L, g .M
U S z  .As in the proof of Theorem 3.9 R d x can be written as a Q -linearM G l$
U S G.combination of R c , where c is in a block b of S with b s B. It isM
 .then sufficient to prove that such blocks of S correspond to L, g , for
Ã <again, as in the proof of Theorem 3.9, the linear independence of j j g
  ..4E G, s will give the result.
 .  .  .We have R F L F M F S. Consider C R s C R C R andM M M0 q
 .  .  .  .  .C R s C R C R . We can write C R s C R s C C , say. Con-S S S M S 0 10 q 0 0
  ..  . <sider the character u s u u see 2.1 of C s C R . Then u sC R.0 q G S0
<u f, where f s u .C0 q 1
If bG s B, then b, B correspond to the same character u of C .0 0
 .  .However, by 3.5 we see that since B corresponds to L, g so does b.
This proves the result.
 .  .  .LEMMA 4.4. Let L, g be a d-block pair, and let L, g U G, x . Then,
 .up to G-conjugacy, L, g is the unique minimal pair under the relation U
 .  .such that L, g U G, x .
w x  .  .Proof. The proof is similar to that of BMM, 3.12 . Let M, m U G, x .
 X X.  X X.  .There is a d-block pair L , g such that L , g U M, m . By Theorem
 X X.  .  . g  X X.4.3 L , g U G, x , and hence, by Theorem 3.9 L, g s L , g for
 . g  .  .some g g G and L, g U M, m . This shows the minimality of L, g .
We now show:
 .  .THEOREM 4.5. The pair L, g is a d-block pair if and only if L, g is
d-cuspidal.
 .  .Proof. Let L, g be a d-block pair. The fact that L, g is d-cuspidal
 .follows from the minimality of L, g under U .
 .Conversely, let L, g be d-cuspidal and let g g b, a block of L. Since
 L  . .  .R d , g s 0 for any d-split pair M, d with M F L, M / L, the blockM
 .  .b corresponds to the pair L, g . So L, g is a d-block pair for L. Hence it
is also a d-block pair for G by Lemma 4.2.
Finally we state the main theorem of d-Harish]Chandra theory for
  ..characters in E G, s .
  ..THEOREM 4.6. Let x g E g, s . There is a unique d-cuspidal pair
 .  G . .L, g up to G-conjugacy such that R g , x / 0.L
  ..Thus the characters in E G, s are divided into d-Harish]Chandra
families as in the unipotent case.
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